Abstract

Dimension is a word describing the measurements or proportions to particular shape and form. On the other hand, it could also refer to an aspect of element or a range of certain things. During the past 5 years in architectural school, we have experienced a different dimension of architectural project and researches which shaped us to become more prepared for works related to architectural fields.

Through the past 5 years, we have learned that the scope of the architectural works does not limit to the design part. But the architect is also responsible for various types of works such as research, analysis, construction planning, etc. Depending on what tasks they are assigned to, they all have different aspect and approach to execute those tasks. Those are the main reasons our graduates name this thesis exhibition 'Dimensions'.

There are so many aspects to the architectural world. Whether you are becoming an architect after graduating from this school or not. The things that we have learned from this school will help pave the roads to our future career path. An experience where one could learn to perceive a better understanding of their own potential and what they can do with it.